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(54) Internal breathing system for spring brake actuator type diaphragm-piston

(57) The invention is related to the brake chamber
that the air transfer holes(8) on the piston pipe(2) trans-
fers the air between the spring compression area(6) and
the service room(5) while spring braking off and from
service room(5) to the spring compression area(6) while
spring on internally in especially Diaphragm-Piston(D/P)
type brake actuators used for M(carriage of passengers),
N(carriage of goods) and O(trailers) type of vehicles cat-
egorized in automotive sector.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The invention relates to the brake system in ve-
hicles.
[0002] The invention especially relates to the Dia-
phragm-Piston(D/P) type brake actuators used for M
(carriage of passengers), N (carriage of goods) and O
(trailers) type of vehicles categorized in automotive sec-
tor.

State of the Art

[0003] Nowadays, the brake system is the most impor-
tant part of the vehicles. Actually the brake system is
energy conversion system that converts the potential en-
ergy produced by a compressed air / oil to kinetic energy.
Tons of pressure is applied through each brake actuator.
An additional power is accumulated also in the governor
by a motor power in the modern systems.
[0004] Brake system consists mainly: Governor, which
is aligned with the steering wheel connected to footh
brake pedal directly and pneumatic pressure to be con-
verted to a mechanical energy is accumulated in the sys-
tem by means of a valve controlled by that pedal. High
pressure "steel pipes" and "flexible hose"s connect the
governor to the each brake actuators. "An hydrolic sys-
tem" or an "air compressor" generates hydrolic/pneumat-
ic pressure necessary for braking action and designed
to operate in heavy conditions. "The front and the rear
brake linings (pads)" are pushed by brake actuators and
than brakes the vehicle by means of a friction on "the
drum or the disc".
[0005] In vehicles, the pneumatic systems converting
the compressed air generated by an air compressor to
mechanical power whenever the driver wants and what
level the driver pushes the brake pedal is called "brake
chamber".
[0006] In the market, the known technique for breath-
ing in the brake chambers type Diaphragm/Piston is to
apply an external pipe that connects the spring compres-
sion area (6) to the atmospheric area (9) or an internal
system accomplished by check-valves connects the
pressurized room (3) to the service pressurized room (5)
(Figure.3).
[0007] The breathing pipe used extarnally in the brake
chamber, generally is taken out by workman uncon-
sciously to achieve the brake chamber easily mounted
or it may be gone out because of heavy road condition
so, dirts and sludges comes thru the spring compression
area and causes the piston seal damaged that results
especially in the performance loss of the spring brake
(Figure.3)

The Purpose of the Invention

[0008] One of the purpose of this invention is to achieve

the breathing system internally by means of the built-in
holes on the aluminium piston pipe to eliminate the def-
icits caused by technics already applied.
[0009] The another purpose of this invention is to re-
duce the cost of material and workmanship in comparison
with the other systems use check-valves to manage the
breathing action internally.
[0010] The another purpose of this invention is to make
the system adoptation practical.
[0011] The another purpose of this invention is to make
the system adoptation economic.
[0012] The another purpose of this invention is to make
the service life of the brake chamber more.
[0013] The invention, providing all the advantages stat-
ed above, is related to the brake chamber type Dia-
phragm/Piston used for the vehicles types M(carriage of
passengers), N(carriage of goods) and O(trailers) to pro-
vide the breathing internally between "spring compres-
sion area" and service room while spring brake action
that is thru "spring compression area" to brake on or oth-
erwise thru service room to brake off.

Description of the Figures

[0014]

Figure 1 General sectional view consists invention,
Figure 2 Detail sectional view of the invention,
Figure 3 General sectional view of the technical al-
ready applied.

Description of the Reference Numbers

[0015]

Ref. No Ref. Name

1. Piston

2. Pipe(Aluminium)

3. Pressurized spring room

4. Breathing pipe

5. Pressurized service room

6. Spring compression area

7. Spring

8. Air transfer holes

9. Atmospheric area

10. Plastic elbow

11. Plastic elbow

12. Bearing

13. Seal

14. Air channel
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Detailed Description of the Invention

[0016] The invention is related to the Diaphragm-Pis-
ton(D/P) type brake actuators used for M(carriage of pas-
sengers), N(carriage of goods) and O(trailers) type of
vehicles and consists air transfer holes (8) provide the
breathing action internally.
[0017] While the vehicle stops the spring brake is ac-
tive(on) and the service brake is passive(off). The spring
(7) is in the released position in B-A direction and the air
pressure in both the pressurized service room (5) and
the pressurized spring room (3) as in the whole brake
system is 0 (zero). The air compressor starts to produce
necessary air pressure when the engine of the vehicle
starts to work on than the system transfers the pressu-
rized air to the pressurized spring room (3) and pressu-
rized air compresses the spring (7) that is to said the
spring brake is off. In this condition, the spring brake com-
mand lever is released that is off however the service
brake is to be applied by means of foot pedal whenever
you want.
[0018] The air compressor supplies pressurized air to
the system as the vehicle engine and the compressor
works. Service brake starts to brake when the push rod
(18) moves in B-A direction by means of the diaphragm
(19) activated by pressurized air transferred to pressu-
rized service room (5) with the help of foot pedal. Spring
brake starts to brake together with the pressurized air in
the pressurized spring room (3) starts to exhaust by a
control valve than the spring (7) releases in the B-A di-
rection and the piston pipe (2) pushes the push rod (18)
together with diaphragm (19) when the vehicle is
parked(by hand lever). The diaphragm (19) in the pres-
surized service room (5) pushes the push rod (18) as the
spring (7) is released in the B-A direction since there is
no reverse pressure power in the atmospheric area (9)
and so generates brake power (Figure 1).
[0019] The vacuum in the spring compression area (6)
arised by the spring (7) released in the B-A direction is
prevented by the breathing pipe (4) connected between
spring compression area (6) and atmospheric area (9)
and so the spring (7) easily moves in the B-A direction.
While the spring (7) compression in A-B direction, the

(continued)

Ref. No Ref. Name

15. Cap

16. Inlet body(Aluminium)

17. O-ring

18. Push rod

19. Diaphragm

20. Return spring

A, B Direction

compressed air in the spring compression area (6) gen-
erated by the pressurized air transferred to the pressu-
rized spring room (3) (that is release of hand lever to
brake off) is transferred to the atmospheric area (9) thru
breathing pipe(4) and so the spring (7) easily moves in
A-B direction as compressed.
[0020] General sectional view of the invention is shown
in Figure 1. The piston (1) shown in the figure compress
the spring (7) by means of the pressurized air transferred
in the pressurized spring room (3). The piston pipe (2)
transfers the brake power to the push rod (18) generated
by the spring (7) and preferred to made with aluminium.
The pressurized spring room (3) is the section in that the
pressurized air necessary to compress the spring (7) is
held.
[0021] As shown in Figure 3, the breathing pipe (4)
provides the exhaust of the air in the spring compression
area (6) while parking off. The pressurized service room
(5) is the section in that pressurized air necessary for
service braking is transferred. The spring compression
area (6) is the section that the spring (7) movement is
limited in that. The spring (7) generates the necessary
brake power when parking or in emergency. The air trans-
fer holes (8) transfer the air from spring compression area
(6) to pressurized service room (5) while spring (7) com-
pression (parking off) whereas transfer the air from pres-
surized service room(5) to spring compression area (6)
while parking (Figure 1&2), so the holes (8) perform the
breahing internally as the breathing pipe (4) performs
internally.
[0022] The push rod (18) moves in the atmospheric
area (9) towards A-B direction while braking action and
so transmits the brake power. The diaphragm (19) trans-
mits the power generated by means of pressurized air in
the pressurized service room (5) to the push rod (18).
The breathing pipe (4) is connected to the chamber body
by means of plastic elbows (10,11). The return spring
(20) pushes back the diaphragm (19) after the service
brake off.
[0023] The bearing(12) supports the piston(1) while
sliding in A-B direction as shown in Figure 1. The seal
(13) provides the impermeability between the pressu-
rized spring room (3) and spring compression area (6)
while the piston(1) moves in A-B direction.
[0024] The air transfer between the spring compres-
sion area (6) and the pressurized service room (5) is
through air channel (14) for internal breathing action to
eliminate external breathing pipe(4). The air connection
between the spring compression area (6) and the pres-
surized service room (5) is prevented by a cap (15) while
the spring brake off (Figure 1). The section, the air inlets
for the pressurized service room (5) and pressurized
spring room (3) are placed on is called as the inlet body
(16). The o-rings (17) provide impermeability between
the pressurized service room (5) and the pressurized
spring room (3) while the aluminium piston pipe (2) moves
in both direction (Figure 2).
[0025] The breathing action between the spring com-
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pression area (6) and the pressurized service room(5)
while spring brake off and on is achieved internally by
this invention. The breathing action was provided by
means of an external pipe (4) between the spring com-
pression area (6) and the atmospheric area (9) in the
system already applied (Figure 3).
[0026] The air transfer holes (8) as shown in Figures
1 &2 are closed in the position between the o-rings (17)
on the inlet body (16) while the spring (7) is compressed.
The spring (7) causes the air transfer holes (8) to open
by means of the piston pipe (2) movement in B-A direction
(because of that the pressurized air in the pressurized
room (3) is exhausted) and so the air connection between
the spring compression area (6) and pressurized service
room (5) makes the spring (7) easily released since the
vacuum is prevented. In reverse (while parking off by
transferring the pressurized air to pressurized room (3))
the air transfer holes (8) transfer the air from the spring
compression area (6) to the pressurized service room (5)
with the movement of the piston pipe (2) in A-B direction
up to the position the holes (8) to be closed that is all to
make the spring (7) easily compressed.

Claims

1. A brake chamber characterized by that air transfer
between a spring compression area (6) and a service
room (5) internally while spring braking off and on of
especially Diaphragm-Piston (D/P) type brake actu-
ators used for M (carriage of passengers), N (car-
riage of goods) and s (trailers) type of vehicles cat-
egorized in automotive sector.

2. The brake chamber according to claim 1; is charac-
terized by that air transfer holes (8) provides the air
transfer from said spring compression area(6) to said
service room(5) while a spring(7) compression and
reverse from said service room(5) to the spring com-
pression area(6) while said spring(7) releases.

3. The brake chamber according to claim 2; is charac-
terized by that said air transfer holes (8) are closed
in a position between o-rings (17) on an inlet body
(16) section while the spring (7) compressed.

4. The brake chamber according to above mentioned
claims; is characterized by that the movement of a
piston pipe (2) in B-A direction ensures the transfer
holes(8) open so that prevents the vacuum in said
spring compression area (6) by exhausting air from
a pressurized room(3) that makes the spring (7) eas-
ily uncaged.

5. The brake chamber according to above mentioned
claims; is characterized by that the compressed air
by the movement of the piston pipe (2) in A-B direc-
tion transfers from the spring compression area (6)

to the service room (5) thru the transfer holes (8) up
to closed so that the spring (7) easily caged.

6. A brake chamber type Diaphragm/Piston (D/P) used
for M (carriage of passengers), N (carriage of goods)
and O (trailers) type of vehicles categorized in auto-
motive sector is characterized by that the brake
chamber has air transfer holes(8) that transfer the
air between a spring compression area (6) and a
service room (5) internally while spring brake off and
spring brake on.
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